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RESUME OF RANJAN MUKHERJEE 
Ranjan Mukherjee was born in Calcutta. India, in 
August, 1965. He recieved his B.Tech (Honors) 
degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Indian 
Institute of Technology. Kharagpur, in May 1987. 
He recieved his M.S. degree. and his Ph.D. degree 
in Mechanical Engineering from the University of 
California, Santa Barbara, in October 1989 and in 
August 1991 respectively. His Ph.D. dissertation 
was titled "Nonholonomic Motion of Free-Aying 
Space Robots". 
Ranjan Mukherjee joined the Mechanical Engineering Department of the Naval 
Postgraduate School in September, 1991 as Assistant Professor. 
At the Naval Postgraduate School. Ranjan Mukherjee is involved in teaching courses in 
the area of Dynamics and Controls. His current research interests include kinematics, 
dynamics and controls of nonholonomic mechanical systems and multibody systems in 
space. He is a member of the the IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers. 
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